Working memory operates through networks that integrate distributed modular brain activity. We characterize the structure of networks in different electroencephalographic frequency bands while individuals perform a working memory task. The objective was to identify network properties that support working memory function during the encoding, maintenance, and retrieval of memory. In each EEG frequency band, we estimated a complex-valued Gaussian graphical model to characterize the structure of brain networks using measures from graph theory. Critically, the structural characteristics of brain networks that facilitate performance are all established during encoding, suggesting that they reflect the effect of attention on the quality of the representation in working memory. Segregation of networks in the alpha and beta bands during encoding increased with accuracy. In the theta band, greater integration of functional clusters involving the temporal lobe with other cortical areas predicted faster response time, starting in the encoding interval and persisting throughout the task, indicating that functional clustering facilitates rapid memory manipulation. 9 The brain's persistent representation of items retained in working memory (an active short term store) has been investigated 11 through neuroimaging and electrophysiology [1] [2][3][4] . Maintenance of memories has long been believed to be managed by elevated 12 activity (increased firing rate) in the pre-frontal cortex 5 . Pre-frontal cortex orients attention towards representations maintained 13 in the brain. Subsequent studies have found evidence for representation of information during maintenance in sensory, parietal, 14 temporal and frontal areas [1] [2][3][4] 6 with frontal areas retaining information at a more abstract scale than sensory areas 7 . This 15 distributed representation of information can be expected for a self organized system 8, 9 such as the brain that integrates 16 specialized modules into a functional network. 17 The structure of the distributed system during behavior can be examined through measuring network topology using the 18 analytic framework of graph theory. Complex networks observed in brain structure and function 10-14 display short network 19 distances between areas (short path length) and local networks that are strongly interconnected (high clustering coefficient).
Introduction
. Experimental stimulus: Participants in the task fixated on the white cross. Each trial began after a uniformly random interval of time, and each delay (maintenance) was also uniformly distributed between 1 to 3.5 seconds. Participants needed to remember the orientation of the two Gabors on either side of the screen for a random delay before a probe appeared. The probe was rotated 30 degrees relative to the original stimulus clockwise or counter-clockwise, and participants needed to respond which way it was rotated. We took the 500 ms prior to the start of the trial, the encoding period, the first second of the maintenance period, and the first 500 ms of the retrieval interval and analyzed network properties during this period of time.
Working Memory Task

58
Working memory experiments typically follow an encoding, delay and retrieval paradigm. In our experiment participants had to 59 remember the orientations of two Gabor patches embedded in noise over a delay period of random length before being tested 60 on their recollection of the orientation of one of the Gabors (shown in Figure 1 ). Two Gabors of different orientations were 61 presented, one on each side of the screen. The Gabor on the left and right were flickered at 24 and 40 Hz respectively, while 62 background noise changed at 30 Hz. The response to the flickers is not used in the analysis covered in this paper. After an 63 encoding period of 1 second, participants retained the orientations of both Gabors for a random delay (between 1 to 3.5 seconds) 64 while changing noise continued on the screen. After the delay, a probe Gabor was displayed either on the right or left side of gaussian random process in any one frequency band. 85 We define the complex vectors z = x + iy and z H = x − iy, and the complex augmented vector Z for a specific frequency ω, 86 for any one epoch, at all electrodes C. Using Z = [z, z H ] andz = 1 n ∑ z, we define the complex multivariate normal (CMVN) for 87 a complex Gaussian process 28 over the electrodes as:
Figure 2. Volume Conduction Simulation:
We used 142 sources from a modified Desikan-Killiany atlas (depicted on the left) and simulated activity at the scalp assuming each is a standard normal independent source. Using this simulated data, we estimated the number of connections present between electrodes when estimating coherence and the cGGM model. Percent of false positive connections (relative to total connections possible) were calculated across a range of penalization values for the graphical lasso for the cGGM model. We thresholded the coherence at the same penalization value. We can see that the cGGM model is very effective at reducing the number of false positives due to volume conduction while thresholding the coherence is inadequate for removing volume conduction effects.
Graphical Lasso
99
The graphical lasso 32 optimizes the multivariate normal likelihood function with added L1 norm penalization to estimate the precision matrix. It assumes a sparse connectivity structure or that there are zero valued entries present in majority in the precision matrix. In this way, we allow our estimates to be more robust for the precision values that are retained. In order to apply the lasso, we optimize over the following function to estimate the precision :
The parameter λ determines the cachet of precision values retained through the process of optimization. Using simulations 100 of networks with different number of edges, we found that a λ = 0.1 * max(Covariance) is appropriate to maximize accuracy 101 and minimize common input effects. We also looked at penalizations of 0.05 and 0.2 and found qualitatively similar results.
In our simulation R s = I or in other words, we have an independent normal source at each point on the brain mesh and 116 any non-zero values in the cross-spectrum calculated from the signals at the electrodes reflects only volume conduction. We Graph Theory 123 We define the networks estimated by the complex-Gaussian graphical model by using all non-zero edges discovered from the 124 graphical lasso. We estimate graph theoretic metrics using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox 40 . We make use of three measures 125 in this study: 126 1. The basic measure of a network is the degree of a node (connectivity), that is, the number of edges a node shares with 127 other nodes in an undirected graph. This measures how many nodes can communicate with any given node. There is a reduction in path length between temporal and central to other brain areas for low accuracy but not for high accuracy. In high accuracy subjects there is a general increase in path length between most brain areas.
Figure 5. Graphical Models of Networks:
We represent the networks formed in at least 4 participants or more among fast and slow responders in the theta band during the encoding interval (600-1100 ms). In the second row are networks among low accuracy and high accuracy participants in the alpha band during encoding (100 -600ms). The bottom row depicts networks among low and high accuracy participants in the beta band during the encoding (200-700ms). We can see increased integration in theta and alpha bands networks while in beta band networks there is increased segregation in the network. In the heatmaps in outer rings of each circle plot, we represent the averaged power, degree, clustering coefficient and path length over all slow/fast responders or low/high accuracy participants.
